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A two-book set for web designers and front-end developers This two-book set combines the titles

HTML & CSS: Designing and Building Web Sites and JavaScript & jQuery: Interactive Front-End

Development. Together these two books form an ideal platform for anyone who wants to master

HTML and CSS before stepping up to JavaScript and jQuery. HTML & CSS covers structure, text,

links, images, tables, forms, useful options, adding style with CSS, fonts, colors, thinking in boxes,

styling lists and tables, layouts, grids, and even SEO, Google analytics, ftp, and HTML5. JavaScript

& jQuery offers an excellent combined introduction to these two technologies using a clear and

simple visual approach using diagrams, infographics, and photographs.  A handy two-book set that

uniquely combines related technologies Highly visual format and accessible language makes these

books highly effective learning tools Perfect for beginning web designers and front-end developers
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Jon Duckett hasÃ‚Â been designing and building web sites for over a decade, working with global

brands, and has authored and co-authored over a dozen books on web design, programming,

usability and accessibility. He has curated conferences about web programming and has been a

web strategy consultant, often coding front ends for projects and designing architectures for back

end programming. He is the author of the best-selling, HTML & CSS: Design and Build Websites

and JavaScript & jQuery: Interactive Front-End Web Development.



Ã‚Â When I received them. I was excited to learn how to code. The problem was that every time I

turn a page, it just felt like the book is about to break. After reading all the reviews about how their

binding broke. I took action, I went to Staples and asked to get them spiral bind. They cost $6 each

to add the spiral binding and I was impress with their results.

These books are generally well-written and visually appealing.I have a set of minor complaints

about the text, and one major complaint about the physical durability of the books.First, the text

seems to have a tendency to repeat the same example. This would not be an issue if the example

code was reused in order to clarify a new point, but it gets slightly annoying when it is simply

readdressing a learning topic that was already covered earlier in the text.Also, if you come from a

programming background, these books sometimes leave you with a lot of questions, i.e. they do not

provide enough technical details in some passages. However, to be fair the books do target

beginners, so this was somewhat expected.The physical durability of these books is horrible. I'm

only halfway through my first pass of the JavaScript/jQuery book, and the binding has already come

apart (see pictures). I've been reading these while sitting outside in the sunshine - apparently the

glue cannot withstand this. These books are obviously paperbacks, but they should at least last 3+

passes. This physical build quality is very disappointing and forces me to only award this book set 3

stars. Otherwise it would definitely deserve at least 4 stars.

Decent learning tool so far. More of a refresher really. I'm going through the HTML book just to

brush up but it's the JavaScript and jQuery that I need to learn. I took some other reviewers advice

and immediately had it spiral bound at Office Depot. Which turned out great! The reason I give it 3

stars is because it really needs to be revised and updated for HTML5. Many of the examples

include older code (which the author distinguishes as such) and also include CSS style in the HTML

code. Which in my opinion is a big waste of time. The author should explain structure and keep CSS

styling completely separate as that's pretty much how it's done everywhere now. The book is

copyrighted 2011. Which is pretty ancient in the programming world. I'm sure I will more than get my

money's worth out of this book set, I'm just a little disappointed in how outdated it is.

This is a game changer, the design of the book is very appealing and helps to more easily learn and

understand all about front end web development. This package includes two books one on HTML,

CSS and another one of Javascript.I have only started reading the HTML book but I like the way the

book puts the html syntax along with the web browser results, the use of color to more easily see



the different elements of HMTL is very useful to more easily understand it.I would recommend it to

anyone who needs to better understand HTML, CSS and Javascript.

This delivers a lot of information about general web developement, so if you are looking for a

general magazine style book that shows different attributues of web developement books these 2

books are great, however, I can say that implementing and praticing the actual language of the book

has to be on your own time, Although their is example code, the best way to learn any language is

through pratice. I generally find this to be a good book if you want an example to accompany you

along with your own project.

I read a lot of the negative reviews saying these books were way too simplistic and read like a

magazine with less information, before arriving I was very nervous by this analysis.As a beginning

programmer learning html, css, JavaScript and python, these are by far the best books I have read

on the subject. I had an html book before this that reiterated the same point for a page and a half

before moving on to the next one making reading and taking notes from the book a mute point. The

modernized layout completely modernizes the way the information is presented. I find it incredibly

easy to take notes as I read and to learn before applying to the actual coding within an ide. There

are examples included but nothing like a textbook, I find that going online to find examples, even

reddit works great in that regard.If you are new to programming and want to learn the ins and outs

out html, css and javascript, look no further and ignore the Debbies

Purchased this as a gift for a younger sister in graphic design school. First thing she told me was,

"oh our professor recommended these books and said they're pretty much the best!"I'm also in

computer science school myself so I can tell these books as very well written just from glancing at

them (I went based on reviews to purchase these). Probably will be taking them myself to borrow

and learn from as my own school allows.All in all, a very strong recommendation to purchase.

Purchased well after the Publisher said they fixed the binding issues with the soft cover version.

Apparently there were still volumes in circulation that retailers - in this case  - were unloading off

their shelves. Still started to fall apart shortly after started browsing and opening to specific sections

near the center of the text. Recently started using this volume as a reference and it's basically

happening all over the book. I have considered 3-hole punching/binding sections myself as it is

otherwise a surprisingly comprehensive and well-written/illustrated introduction to JavaScript. I don't



mean to denigrate the author with a 2-star review but the issue with the soft cover has completely

erased any satisfaction from the purchase.
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